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This article argues that the practice and performance of
nuclear deterrence can never be fully representative or
democratic due to the particular pressures placed on
leaders by the nuclear condition. For nuclear deterrence to
be effective and for nuclear weapons to have any political
value a leader must always convince both their
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reached an impasse, one that almost replicates,
intellectually, the stalemate that has been thought to persist
strategically. Two views, locked
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A great deal of recent research also suggests the positive
effects of international justice on democracy and
deterrence. 35 Nonetheless, contending perspectives
suggest justice has little independent effect on peace or
democracy.
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NATO is a political and military alliance, whose principal
task is to ensure the protection of its citizens and to
promote security and stability in the North Atlantic area.
As outlined in the 2010 Strategic Concept, the Alliance s
three core tasks are collective defence, crisis management
and cooperative security.
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Britain is the best-placed nuclear weapon state to lead the
world out of the new nuclear deterrence and disarmament
crisis. The UK nuclear arsenal is the smallest of the P5,
deployed in only one
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Enduring ...
By demonstrating how democracy, economic freedom, and
the rule of law provide essential mechanisms to deter
leaders from precipitous decisions concerning the use of
force, Sharp has provided an invaluable service to the
statesman and international lawyer alike.
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